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t they?This funny, humorous and well-illustrated children's ebook, tale is the perfect bedtime story for
small children. In this story, Aunt Patty reveals the name of a super-potion that will allow your kids to
sleep peacefully throughout the night time.Did you know that mosquitoes choose only the sweetest kids?In
this bedtime story a boy expresses his woes and sheer frustration at the tiny buzzing beasts. His mom
first covers him in a stinky cream, which doesn’t deter the mozzies 1 bit. His Dad then takes the advice
given by a store-owner and buys a power zapping gadget. While mosquitoes could be no laughing matter, our
cute tale certainly is! our boy cannot rest! A fan my work, so his mom thinks. But, no; the persistent pests
seem immune to everything… everything but Aunt Patty’s magic potion… So, if you get bitten every night,
you need to be super-sweet! As a mother or father you might have considered just about everything to
stop mosquitoes from bothering your children. But, goodness, they're so annoying, aren’ However the
sounds from the device are simply too disturbing;
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The right solution! This story made my son and me laugh! We live near a lagoon and understand all about
mosquitoes. cool reserve! We've tried each one of the methods used in the story, and in addition found that
the ultimate solution, 'the magic oil', is most effective. The author, Orit, includes a great love of life, and
this is very important to children; they want to laugh. Highly recommend to anyone who has children to get
and read his children, I guarantee that children will want to listen to it over and over Five Stars Sweet
book!... This book is super cute. Surviving in the south I could really relate. This book is super cute. the
topic is just adorable and i .. the topic is just adorable and i believe everybody should go through it. The tale
was great.. real enthusiast book to learn .! and for the writer please - if you would make more books such
as this I will continue reading your stories! cute remedy I like just how this publication was illustrated and
presented.My kids loved this book.. I'D give this book five stars.. Cool book ! They get us mad. My kids loved
this book Orit Visel such a creative writer .. Highly recommend to anyone who has children to get and read
... I think this is probably the most enjoyable books I've go through to my children.. Produced us laugh so
hard!... Five Stars Charming descriptions and gorgeous images, reading the book was 100 % pure pleasure
for me personally and my children!. and then we read it again and laughed again.. therefore, I give this a
thumbs up!
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